
Unveiling the Hidden History: The True Story
of Saving Jamestown and the Founding of
Bermuda
In the annals of American history, the story of Jamestown and Bermuda
holds a captivating place. This gripping tale of survival, determination, and
the birth of a new colony has been passed down through generations,
shrouded in mystery and intrigue.

Now, in "The True Story of Saving Jamestown and the Founding of
Bermuda," renowned historian Dr. William M. Kelso unveils the full extent of
this forgotten saga. Through meticulous research and groundbreaking
archaeological excavations, Kelso reveals the hidden truths behind the
settlement of Virginia and the founding of the first permanent English
colony outside of North America.
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In 1607, a group of 104 English colonists arrived at Jamestown, Virginia,
hoping to establish a permanent settlement. However, they were met with
unimaginable hardships: disease, starvation, and relentless attacks from
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hostile Native American tribes. By the winter of 1609-10, the colony was on
the brink of collapse.

But amidst the despair, a glimmer of hope emerged. A fleet of ships arrived
from England, led by Sir Thomas Gates and Sir George Somers. Their
mission was to rescue the starving colonists and establish a new colony on
the coast of North America.

As the fleet sailed towards Virginia, a violent storm struck, scattering the
ships and sending them far off course. The Sea Venture, carrying Somers
and his crew, was shipwrecked on the shores of Bermuda.

The Sea Venture, wrecked on the shores of Bermuda.

Undeterred, the castaways established a temporary colony on Bermuda.
They built shelters, planted crops, and began to explore the island. Little
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did they know that their presence on Bermuda would have far-reaching
consequences.

Meanwhile, at Jamestown, the colonists were struggling to survive. They
were running out of food and were desperate for help. Just when their
hopes were dwindling, a ship arrived from Bermuda, carrying supplies and
reinforcements.

The arrival of the Bermuda ships was a turning point for Jamestown. The
colonists were able to replenish their supplies and rebuild their settlement.
The Bermuda colony, in turn, benefited from the Jamestown colony's
presence on the mainland.

The two colonies became mutually dependent, relying on each other for
survival. They traded goods, shared knowledge, and provided mutual
support. In ng so, they laid the foundation for the future of the United
States.

The Legacy of Jamestown and Bermuda

The story of Jamestown and Bermuda is not just a tale of survival and
courage but also a testament to the interconnectedness of history. The
events that unfolded in these two distant lands had a profound impact on
the course of American history.

Jamestown became the first permanent English colony in North
America, paving the way for future settlements and the eventual
founding of the United States.

Bermuda was the site of the first permanent English colony outside of
North America, establishing a foothold in the New World that would



later become a major strategic outpost.

The two colonies played a crucial role in the development of
transatlantic trade, shipbuilding, and the transatlantic slave trade.

The legacy of Jamestown and Bermuda continues to resonate today,
reminding us of the struggles and triumphs of those who came before
us.

Uncover the Hidden History Today

In "The True Story of Saving Jamestown and the Founding of Bermuda,"
Dr. Kelso meticulously pieces together the events that shaped this forgotten
chapter of American history. Through vivid prose and captivating
storytelling, he unveils the hidden truths behind the survival of Jamestown
and the birth of Bermuda.

Whether you are a history buff, a lover of adventure, or simply someone
who wants to learn more about the roots of the United States, "The True
Story of Saving Jamestown and the Founding of Bermuda" is a must-read.
Free Download your copy today and embark on an unforgettable journey
into the annals of American history.
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Teach Your Child They Have No Self Worth And
They Will Live An Unfulfilled Life
By Dr. Jane Doe As a parent, you want what is best for your child. You
want them to be happy, healthy, and successful. However, there are
some...
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Childbirth and Reproduction in the Sahel
Journey into the heart of the Sahel, a vast and enigmatic region where
childbirth and reproduction have played a pivotal role in shaping human
history. "History of...
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